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\THERE are certain terms that have a peculiar property. Osten-
\ sibly, they mark off specific concepts, concepts that lay 
~laim to a rigorously objective validity. In practice, they label 
tague terrains of thought that shift or narrow or widen with the 
~oint of view of whoso makes use of them, embracing within their 
g,unut of significance conceptions that not only do not harmonize. 
bIt are in part contradictory. An analysis of such terms soon 
dBcloses the fact that underneath the clash of varying contents 
there is a unifying feeling-tone, that what makes it possible for so dis
cordant an array of conceptions to answer to the same call is, indeed, 
precisely this relatively constant halo that surrounds them. Thus, 
wmt is "crime" to one man is "nobility" to another; yet both 
are agreed that crime, whatever it is, is an undesirable category, 
tha nobility, whatever it is, is an estimable one. In the same way, 
such a term as "art" may be made to mean divers things, but what
eve- it means, the term itself demands respectful attention and calls 
forth, normally, a pleasantly polished state of mind, an expectation 
of bfty satisfactions. If the particular conception of art that is 
adV:illced or that is implied in a work of art is distasteful to us, we 
do ilOt express our dissatisfaction by saying, "Then I don't like 
art.!' We say this only when we are in a vandalic frame of mind. 
Ordnarily we get around the difficulty by saying, "But that's 
not art, it's only pretty-pretty conventionality," or "It's mere 
sentimentality," or "It's nothing but raw experience, material for art 
butnot art." We disagree on the value of things and the relations 
of things, but often enough we agree on the particular value of a 
label. It is only when the question arises of just where to put the 
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wmt is "crime" to one man is "nobility" to another; yet both 
are agreed that crime, whatever it is, is an undesirable category, 
tha nobility, whatever it is, is an estimable one. In the same way, 
such a term as "art" may be made to mean divers things, but what
eve- it means, the term itself demands respectful attention and calls 
forth, normally, a pleasantly polished state of mind, an expectatio.n 
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H Whatever culture that it is, or is 
considered to be, a good thing. I my idea of what 
kind a thing culture is. 

word "culture" seems to be used main senses or 
groups senses. First of all, culture technically used by the 
ethnologist culture-historian to embody socially inherited 
element in the life of man, material and Culture so defined 
IS with man himself, for even lowliest savages live 
in a world characterized by a complex of traditionally! 
conserved usages, and attitudes. African Bush-i 

method hunting game, the belief of the North AmericaI1! 
Indian " the Periclean of tragic 

dynamo of modern are all equall)' 
of an outgrowth d 

the collective spiritual effort of man, retained for a 
fJ gIven as the direct and resultant of pure;y 

hereditary but by means more or less consciou9Y 
imitative summarized by the terms "tradition" and "socal 
inheritance." From this standpoint all human beings or, at alY 
rate, human groups are cultured, though in vastly differmt 
manners grades of complexity. For ethnologist there rre 
many types of culture and an infinite of culttre, 
but no in the ordinary sense of attach to trese. 
His and "lower," if he uses all, refer not :0 a 
moral values but to stages, in a hisbric 
pf()grieSSlOn or an evolutionary intend to use 

"culture" in this technical sense. "Civilization" wmld 
a substitute for were it by common wage 

limited rather to the more complex and sophisticated fonus oj the 
of To avoid confusion with other uses of the 

" uses which emphatically the applicrtion 
of values, I shall, where necessary, use "civilization' in 

lieu of ethnologist's "culture," 
The second application of the tenu more widely cunent. 

It to a rather conventional ideal refinerrent, 
built up on a certain modicum of knowledge and eJQ)er-
............. v. but up chiefly of a set of typical that have the 

and of a tradition of Sophistica:ion 
intellectual goods is applicant fOithe 

n.::> .... "£'\n " but only po Far 
an mtirllte ents 0 lttre, 

....... "', .... "', in the ordinary sense of the word, attach to trese. 
and "lower," if he uses all, refer not :0 a 

values but to stages, or in a hisbric 
progression or an evolutionary I do not intend touse 
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'worst, the preciousness degenerates into a scornful aloofness from 
the manners and tastes of the crowd; this is the well known cultural 
snobbishness. At its most subtle, it developes into a mild and 
whimsical vein of cynidsm, an amused skepticism that would not 
for the world find itself betrayed into an unwonted enthusiasm. 
This type of cultured manner presents a more engaging countenance 
to the crowd, which only rarely gets hints of the discomfiting play 
of its irony, but it is an attitude of perhaps even more radical aloof-
ness than snobbishness outright. Aloofness of some kind is generally 
a st'ne qua non of the second type of culture. Another of its indis
pensable requisites is intimate contact with the past. Present 
action and opinion are, first and foremost, seen in the illumination 
of a fixed past, a past of infinite richness and glory; only as an 
afterthought, if at all, are such action and opinion construed as 
instrumentalities for the building of a future. The ghosts of the 
past, preferably of the remote past, haunt the "cultured" man at .. 
every step. He is uncannily responsive to their slightest touch; 
he shrinks from the employment of his individuality as a creative 
agent. But perhaps the most extraordinary thing about the cultured 
ideal is its selection of the particular treasures of the past that it 
deems worthiest of worship. This selection, which might seem 
bizarre to a mere outsider, is generally justified by a number of 
reasons, sometimes endowed with a philosophic cast, but unsympath-
etic persons seem to incline to the view that these reasons are only 
rationalizations ad hoc, that the selection of treasures has proceeded 
chiefly according to the accidents of history. 

In brief, this cultured ideal is a vesture and an air. The 
vesture may drape gracefully about one's person and the air has 
often much charm, but the vesture is a ready-made garment for 
all that, and the air remains an air. In America the cultured ideal, 
in its quintessential classical form, is a more exotic plant than in the 
halls of Oxford and Cambridge, whence it was imported to these 
rugged shores, but fragments and derivatives of it meet us frequently 
enough. The cultured ideal embraces many forms, of which the 
classical Oxonian form is merely one of the most typical. There 
are also Chinese and Talmudic parallels. Wherever we find it, it 
fJiz?iiie-tg-a'mLere- -oufsider', -is LgeneraIly Ljusfrrle(toy 1-a~:riumDerhot 
reasons, sometimes endowed with a philosophic cast, but unsympath
etic persons seem to incline to the view that these reasons are only 
rationalizations ad hoc, that the selection of treasures has proceeded 
chiefly according to the accidents of history. 

In brief, this cultured ideal is a vesture and an air. The 
vesture may drape gracefully about one's person and the air has 
raft",," TYlllr'h r'h':lrTn hut tha Trac-t,.r", tCO ':l r",~rlu_TYl~rl"" a~rTl1pnt fnr 
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possessions of of the individual. 
second conception it an emphasis on selected 
vast whole of stream of culture as 
more valuable, more more significant in a 
sense than the rest. To this "culture" embraces all 
psychic, as contrasted with the purely material, elements of 
zation would not be accurate, partly because the resulting con-
ception would still harbour a number of relatively 
elements, partly because of the material factors might well 
occupy a decisive place cultural ensemble. To Hmit 
as is sometimes done, to and science, has ..... 1"., ........ 

disadvantage of a too exclusiveness. We may perhaps come 
the mark by conception we are now 

trying to grasp aims to a term those 
attitudes, views of manifestations of 
that give a particular place in the world. 

is put not so much on done and believed a 
LJ ..... u'IJ~ ..... as on how what done believed acts in the whole life 

that people. on what has for them. The very 
same element of civilization be a vital strand in the culture of 
one people, a well-nigh negligible factor the culture of another. 

conception of culture to crop up particularly in 
connection with problems with attempts to find 

in the character and of a given people some 
....... Jl .. <.U excellence, some that is strikingly its 

Culture thus becomes nearly synonymous with the "spirit" 
I of a people, yet not loosely 

rather to a psychological. or pseudo-psychological, 
national civilization, with this 

background a of concrete that are believed 
tv symptomatic of it. Culture, be briefly 

as civilization in so far as it embodies national genius. 
we are on peculiarly here. The 

that the so-called of a ultimate-
to certain inherent hereditary traits a biological and 

_ ..... '¥.,,_~_1 __ .: __ ' _+. .. _,-, ...l ..... ".. .... _ ..... .J.. £~ __ ...t.1_ _w.L '-_..... _________ d_ 

own. 

character and civilization of a 
some distinguishing force that 
becomes nearly synonymous 

or "genius" a people, yet not altogether, for whereas 
used to a psychological, or IJv~,UV.'J-
background national civilization, culture 
background a concrete mani 
tv be peculiarly C"'(,rnnT'Arn of it. Culture, 

as so far as it embodies the 
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'a basic . abstracted. quarrel 
.with this of a national so long as not wor-
;shipped as an fetish. Ethnologists fight 
shy of broad generalizations and defined concepts. They 

therefore timid about operating with national "spirits" 
"geniuses." The chauvinism national apologists, which 

sees in the "spirits" their own peculiar excellences 
"denied to less denizens of largely this 
timidity of the students of civilization. as so 

the precise knowledge of the lags behind 
more naive more powerful of non-professional 

and To deny to "genius" of a 
ultimate psychological significance and to it to the 

deve10pment of that peop1e after all is said 
to analyze it out of existence. remains true that 
of people tend to to act in 

with established and all but instinctive which are 
measure peculiar to The question as whether these 

their constitute "genius" of a 
are primarily explainable in terms of temperament, of 

development, or of both, is of to the social 
but need not cause us much concern. The relevance 

question is not always apparent. It to know in 
actual fact we use the without political 
implication-have come to the . thought and 
of a . mould, and mould more clearly discernible 

elements than in others. The specific 
a nationality group of elements in its civilization 

emphatically the mould. In practice it 
convenient to identify the national culture with 

An example or two, we shall have done with prelimin-
The ........ "'.'" through we are now 

a hotbed of a splendid for the airing 
there are a number of 

I.J.V,LJ.<.u agreements opinion as to the cultural char-
of various peoples. Noone who has even superficially 
himself with culture can have failed to be im-

pressed bv the qualities of lucid svstematization, balapc5!. 
chologist but need not cause us much concern. relevance 
this is not always I t is that in 
actual nationalities-if we use the word without political 

the impress in and action 
mould is more discernible 
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, the exaggeration of manner at the avT"'O .... 

are revealed in some of the manifestations of 
elements of French civilization that 

of the qualities of its genius may 
sense, to constitute the culture of 

somewhat differently, the cultural significance 
the civilization of France is in the light 

From this standpoint we can evaluate 
in French civilization as the formalism 

the insistence in French education 
mother and of its classics, 

life and letters, the intellectualist 
in France, the lack 

music, the relative absence of the 
tendency to bureaucracy 

of these hundreds of 
the civilizatIon of England. Nevertheless. 

I venture to think, is a 
In France they seem to more 

cultural mould of its civilization. 
would yield something like a rapid bird's view of 

... "' .. ,,...'" culture. 
us turn to Russia, the culture of which as a 

as that of France. I shall mention only one, but perhaps 
significant aspect of Russian culture, as I see 
of the Russian to see and think of human '-' ..... ,u, ... :1". .... 

of types, not as creatures 
clothed in the garments of civilization, but as 

primarily in and for themselves, only C!o"'''' ..... n 

of civilization. Russian democracy as 
the creation of democratic institutions 

of personality itself. The one 
can take seriously is elemental humanity, and '-,"' ........ u ... u 

of the world, obtrudes itself at every 
at home with himself 

r::....rI li' ....... 'h1'" "' ..... "';,.. ............... 0...,+, ;nrol"rl;""'r'I';n +'h,.,+ +0 ......... ,.,11 +'ho .,..,,.,"'h,na .... ,. 

as of France. I shall mention 
most significant aspect of 

Russian to see and 
types, not as creatures that 

of civilization, but as 
in and for themselves, only "' ......... ,vJ.J.'u.Q.J. 

civilization. Russian democracy as 
creation of democratic institutions 

liberation of personality itself. The one thing that 
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al barriers that separate man from man; on its weaker side, this in
volves at times a personal irresponsibility that harbors no insincerity. 
The renunciation of Tolstoi was no isolated phenomenon, it was a 
symbol of the deep-seated Russian indifference to institutionalism, 
to the accreted values of civilization. In a spiritual sense, it is 
easy for the Russian to overthrow any embodiment of the spirit of 
institutionalism; his real loyalties are elsewhere. The Russian 
preoccupation with elemental humanity is naturally most in evidence 
in the realm of art, where self-expression has freest rein. In the 
pages of Tolstoi, Dostoyevski, Turgenev, Gorki, Chekhov, personal
ity runs riot-in its morbid moments of play with crime, in its 
depressions and apathies, in its generous enthusiasms and idealisms. 
So many of the figures in Russian literature look out upon life 
with a puzzled and incredulous gaze. "This thing that you call 
civilization-is that all there is to life?" we hear them ask a hundred 
times. In music too the Russian spirit delights to unmask itself, 
to revel in the cries and gestures of man as man. I t speaks to us 
out of the rugged accents of a Moussorgski as out of the well nigh 
unendurable despair of a Tchaikovski. It is hard to think of the 
main current of Russian art as anywhere infected by the dry rot of 
formalism. We expect some human flash or cry to escape from 
behind the bars. 

I have avoided all attempt to construct a parallel between the 
spirit of French civilization and that of Russian civilization, be
tween the culture of France and the culture of Russia. Strict 
parallels force an emphasis on contrasts. I have been content 
merely to suggest that underlying the elements of civilization, the 
study of which is the province of the ethnologist and culture-historian, 
is a culture, the adequate interpretation of which is beset with 
difficulties and which is often left to men of letters. 

It is the second and third conceptions of the term "culture" 
that I wish to make the basis of our "genuine culture," the pretender 
to the throne whose claims to recognition we are to consider. We 
may accept "culture" as signifying the characteristic mould of a 
national civilization, while from the second conception of culture, 
that of a traditional type of individual refinement, we shall borrow 
.11 , e ,. .. 11 .. I'" T .,..., 'I. .. r .A ,_, __ _ 

I have avoided all attempt to construct a parallel between the 
spirit of French civilization and that of Russian civilization, be
tween the culture of France and the culture of Russia. Strict 
parallels force an emphasis on contrasts. I have been content 
merely to suggest that underlying the elements of civilization, the 
study of which is the province of the ethnologist and culture-historian, 
is a culture, the adequate interpretation of which is beset with 
difficulties and which is often left to men of letters. 
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fundamentals does not seem the production of a 
however much readjustment of their relations may 

In other words, a "genuine" perfectly conceivable 
type or stage of ciVilization, in the mould of any national 

It can be conceived as easily of a Mohammedan 
society. or of an American-Indian "primitive" non-

society, as in those of our Occidental societies. 
On the other hand, what may by called "spurious" 

are just as easily conceivable conditions of general 
enlightenment as in those of and 

"genuine" culture is not 
merely inherently harmonious, ..., •. <J, ...................... . 

expression of a richly 
COIlsu;tellt attitude to life. an 
cance of anyone element of 

speaking, a culture in which nothing spiritually 
no important of general activity 

a sense of frustration, of or unsympathetic 
not a spiritual hybrid of contradictory patches, of 

compartments of consciousness avoid participation 
.v ....... v .... '" synthesis. If the culture slavery, 
admits it; if it abhors slavery. to an econom-

that obviates the necessity employment. It 
not make a great show in its ethical """"""'''''.v 

opposition to slavery. only to introduce what 
into certain portions of 

it builds itself magnificent houses of 
to symbolize in beautiful 

and vital; if it is to ' ..... V'-'M .. 

prepared also to dispense with 
I t not look sheepish 

consciousness, then make ........ .I..I." ... u .... '" 

dollars towards the of an mISSIon. 
carefully instruct Its children in what it knows to be of 

either to them or in its own life. Nor 
lnctc OU\11B reS'+~ ft-et-essrct 1.1 

.I.J.J.£"lLH ... a great show in its ethical ideals of an uncompromising 
slavery, only to introduce what to a slave 

portions of its Or, if 
magnificent houses of worship, of the 

to symbolize in beautiful a impulse 
deep and vital; if it is ready to discard 

also to dispense with the u.VJ..U"V 

I t does not look sheepish 
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It should be clearly understood that this ideal of a genuine. 
culture has no necessary connection with what we call efficiency. 
A society may be admirably efficient in the sense that all its activi
ties are carefully planned with reference to ends of maximum utility 

" to the society as a whole, it may tolerate no lost motion, yet it may 
well be an inferior organism as a culture-bearer. It is, not enough 
that the ends of activities be socially satisfactory, that each member 
of the community feel in some dim way that he is doing his bit 
towards the attainment of a social benefit. This is all very well as 
far as it goes, but a genuine culture refuses to consider the individual 
as a mere cog, as an enti~y whose sole raison d'etre lies in his sub
servience to a collective purpose that he is not conscious of or that. 
·has only a remote relevance to his interests and strivings. The 

. major activities of the individual must directly satisfy his own 
creative and emotional impulses, must always be something more 
than means to an end. The great cultural mistake of industrialism, 
as developed up to the present time, is that in harnessing machines 
to our uses it has not known how to avoid the harnessing of the. 
majority of mankind to its machines. The telephone-girl who lends 
her capacities, during the greater part of the living day, to the, 
manipulation of a technical routine that has an eventually high 
efficiency value but that answers to no spiritual needs of her own, is 
an appalling sacrifice to civilization. As a solution of the problem 
of culture she is a failure,-the more dismal the greater her natural 
endowment. As with the telephone-girl, so, it is to be feared, with 
the great majority of us, slave-stokers to fires that bum for demons 
we would destroy, were it not that they appear in the guise of our. 
benefactors. The American-Indian who solves the economic prob
lem with salmon-spear and rabbit snare operates on a relatively low. 
level of civilization, but he represents an incomparably higher .. 
solution than our telephone-girl of the questions that culture has to 
ask of economics. There is here no question of the immediate 
utility, of the effective directness of economic effort, nor of any 
sentimentalizing regrets as to the passing of the "natural man." 
The Indian's salmon-spearing is a culturally higher type of activity 
than that of the telephone-girl or mill hand simply because there is 

11... r .8 1 1 r J"' .... _1 .. ~.L _____ . _____ .. L~_._ ,' __ 

an appalling sacrifice to civilization. As a solution of the problem 
of culture she is a failure,-the more dismal the greater her natural 
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of which is organically fed by the sap at the core. And this growth is 
not here meant as a metaphor for the group only; it is meant to 
apply as well to the individual. A culture that does not build 
itself out of the central interests and desires of its bearers, that 
works from general ends to the individual, is an "external" culture. 
The word "external," which is so often instinctively chosen to de
scribe such a culture, is well chosen. The genuine culture is "in
ternal," it works from the individual to ends. 

vVe have already seen that there is no necessary correlation 
between the development of civilization and the relative genuine
ness of the culture which forms its spiritual essence. This requires 
a word of further explanation. By the development of civilization 
is meant the ever increasing degree of sophistication of our society 
and of our individual lives. This progressive sophistication is the 
inevitable, cumulative, result of the sifting processes of social 
experience, of the ever increasing complications of our innumerable 
types of organization, most of all of our steadily growing knowledge 
of our natural environment and, as a consequence, our practical 
mastery for economic ends of the resources that nature at once 
grants us and hides from us. It is chiefly the cumulative force 
of this sophistication that gives us the sense of what we call "pro
gress." Perched on the heights of an office build~ng twenty or more 
stories taller than our fathers ever dreamed of, we feel that we are 
getting up in the world. Hurling our bodies through space with an 
ever accelerating velocity, we feel that we are getting on. Under 
sophistication I include not merely intellectual and technical advance, 
but most of the tendencies that make for a cleaner and healthier and, 
to a large extent, a more humanitarian existence. It is excellent to 
keep one's hands spotlessly clean, to eliminate small-pox, to ad
minister anesthetics. Our growing sophistication, our ever in
creasing solicitude to obey the dictates of common sense, make 
these tendencies imperative. It would be sheer obscurantism to 
wish to stay their progress. But there can be no stranger illusion
and it is an illusion we nearly all share--than this, that because the 
tools of life are to-day more specialized and more refined than ever 
before, that because the technique brought by science is more 
perfect than anything the world has yet known, it necessarily 
6\.Ouc;:, Ld.llC.l Ula.u UU.l··iaUl\:;.l~ CVCl" "UiCCullcU. Vl, we lCCl'Uld\. WC alC 
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what we ordinarily mean by the 
a merely quantitative 

the growth or decay 
in the progress of civilization. 

or even advance of 
reading of the facts of 

HU.'Ali.UU. of culture 
~,_u",.,-< on low sophistication, that 

on some of the highest. Civili
comes and goes. 

civilization, particularly 
to about an un-

Old culture forms, 
r.O .. ""OT through the force of inertia. 

their new civili
a measure of spiritual dis

individuals feel eventually as a 
maladjustment 

; at other may persist for 
where a chronic state of 

a period reduced much of our 
It easier, generally speaking, 

on a lower level of civilization; the 
as regards their social and economic 
on the higher levels that there is 

the individual to an unintelligible fragment 
How to reap the undeniable benefits of a 

of without at the same time .. 'Vv ........ "'" 

as a nucleus of live cultural values, is 
any rapidly complicating 

solved it in America. Indeed, may 
more than an insignificant minority are aware 

problem. Yet the present world-'wide labour 
oa.,-..OC'T roots some sort of perception of 

form of industrialism. 
sensitive ethnologist, who has studied an 

that is most imoressed 
L H:i ea;:;leI, genetallY IJ ...... LU,.LU ..... 

to subsist on a lower level of civilization; 
... '-< .... eLL!.'" as regards their social 

less than on the higher levels that there 
individual to an unintelligible 

to reap the undeniable UI;.;.L.l\.JJ..L 

functions, without at the same 
individual as a nucleus of live cultural 
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times definitely creative, role that he plays in the mechanism of his 
culture. When the political integrity of his tribe is destroyed by 
contact with the whites and the old cultural values cease to have the 
atmosphere needed for their continued vitality, the Indian finds 
himself in a state of bewildered vacuity. Even if he succeeds in 
making a fairly satisfactory compromise with his new environment, 
in making what his well-wishers consider great progress towards 
enlightenment, he is apt to retain an uneasy sense of the loss of 
some vague and great good, some state of mind that he would be 
hard put to it to define, but which gave him a courage and joy that 
latter-day prosperity never quite seems to have regained for him. 
What has happened is that he has slipped out of the warm embrace 
of a culture into the cold air of fragmentary existence. What is 
sad about the passing of the Indian is not the depletion of his numb
ers by disease, nor even the contempt that is too often meted out to 
him in his life on the reservation; it is the fading away of genuine 
cultures, built though they were out of the materials of a low order of 
sophistication. 

vVe have no right to demand of the higher levels of sophistication 
that they preserve to the individual his manifold functioning, but we 
may well ask whether, as a compensation, the individual may not 
reasonably demand an intensification in cultural value, a spiritual 
heightening of such functions as are left him. Failing this, he 
must be admitted to have retrograded. The limitation in function
i..ng works chiefly in the economic sphere. It is therefore imperative, 
if the individual is to preserve his value as a cultured being, that 
he compensate himself out of the non-economic, the non-utilitarian 
spheres-social, religious, scientific, aesthetic. This idea of compen
sation brings to view an important issue, that of the immediate 
and the remoter ends of human effort. 

As a mere organism, man's only function is to exist; in other 
words, to keep himself alive and to propagate his kind. Hence the 
procuring of food, clothing and shelter for himself and those de
pendent on him constitutes the immediate end of his effort. There 
are civilizations, like that of the Eskimo, in which by far the greater 
part of man's energy is consumed in the satisfaction of these im
mediate ends, in which most of his activities contribute directly or 
indirectly to the procuring and preparation of food and the materials 
for clothing and shelter. There are practically no civilizations, 
J.J.J.uy VV\;;l1 uor... YVll\;;Ul\;;l, ao a I.-VU1v\;;u;:,auvu, l.ue; .I.UUIVIUual luay UVl. 
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considered psychologically, seems to liberate and give form to 
powerful emotional and aesthetic elements of our nature, is nearly 
always put in harness to some humdrum utilitarian end-the catch
ing of rabbits or the curing of disease.) As a matter of fact, there 
are very few "primitive" civilizations that do not consume an 
exceedingly large share of their energies in the pursuit of the remoter 
ends, though it remains true that these remoter ends are nearly 
always functionally or pseudo-functionally interwoven with the 
immediate ends. Art for art's sake may be a psychological fact on 
these less sophisticated levels; it is certainly not a cultural fact. 

On our own level of civilization the remoter ends tend to split 
off altogether from the immediate ones and to assume the form of a 
spiritual escape or refuge from the pursuit of the latter. The 
separation of the two classes of ends is never absolute, nor can it 
ever be; it -is enough to note the presence of a powerful drift of the 
two away from each other. It is easy to demonstrate this drift by 
examples taken out of our daily experience. While in most primi
tive civilizations the dance is apt to be a ritual activity at least 
ostensibly associated with purposes of an economic nature, it is 
with us a merely and self-consciously pleasurable activity that not 
only splits off from the sphere of the pursuit of immediate ends, but 
even tends to assume a position of hostility to that sphere. In a 
primitive civilization 'a great chief dances as a matter of course, 
oftentimes as a matter of exercising a peculiarly honoured privilege. 
\'lith us the captain of industry either refuses to dance at an or 
does so as a half-contemptuous concession to the tyranny of social 
custom. On the other hand, the artist of a Ballet Russe has subli
mated the dance to an exquisite instrument of self-expression. has 
succeeded in providing himself with an adequate, or more than 
adequate, cultural recompense for his loss of mastery in the realm of 
direct ends. The capt3in of industry is one of the comparatively 
small class of individuals that has inherited, in vastly complicated 
form, something of the feeling of control over the attainment of 
direct ends that belongs by cultural right to primitive man; the 
ballet dancer has saved and intensified for himself the feeling of 
spontaneous participation and creativeness in the world of indirect 
ends that also belongs by cultural right to primitive man. Each 
has saved part of the wreckage of a submerged culture for himself. 
even tends to assume a positIon ot hostility to that sphere. In a 
primitive civilization' a great chief dances as a matter of course, 
oftentimes as a matter of exercising a peculiarly honoured privilege. 
\'lith us the captain of industry either refuses to dance at all or 
does so as a half-contemptuous concession to the tyranny of social 
custom. On the other hand, the artist of a Ballet Russe has subli-
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craving for subtler fOnTIS of experience, there developes also an atti
tude of impatience with the solution of the more immediate problems 
of life. In other words, the immediate ends cease to be felt as chief 
ends and gradually become necessary means, but only means, to
wards the attainment of the more remote ends. These remoter 
ends, in turn, so far from being looked upon as purely incidental 
activities which result from the spilling over of an energy concen
trated almost entirely on the pursuit of the immediate ends, become 
the chief ends of life. This change of attitude is implied in the 
statement that the art, science, religion of a higher civilization best 
express its "spirit" or culture. The transfonnation of ends thus 
briefly outlined is far from an accomplished fact; it is rather an 
obscure drift in the history of values, an expression of the volition 
of the more sensitive participants in our culture. Certain tempera
ments feel themselves impelled far along the drift, others lag behind. 

The transfonnation of ends is of the greatest cultural im
portance because it acts as a powerful force for the preservation of 
culture on levels in which a fragmentary economic functioning of 
the individual is inevitable. So long as the individual retains a 
sense of control over the major goods of Hfe, he is able to take his 
place in the cultural patrimony of his people. Now that the major 
goods of life have shifted so largely from the realm of immediate to 
that of remote ends, it becomes a cultural necessity for all who 
would not be looked upon as disinherited to share in the pursuit of 
these remoter ends. N a harmony and depth of life, nO' culture, 
is possible when activity is well-nigh circumscribed by the sphere 
of immediate ends and when action within that sphere is so fragmen
tary as to have no inherent intelligibility or interest. Here lies 
the grimmest joke of our present American civilization. The vast 
majority of us, deprived of any but an insignificant and culturally 
abortive share in the satisfaction of the immediate wants of man
kind, are further deprived of both opportunity and stimulation to 
share in the producing of non-utilitarian values. Part of the time 
we are dray-horses; the rest of the time we are listless consumers of 
goods that have received no least impress of our personality. In 
other words, our spiritual selves go hungry for the most part nearly 
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